License & Purchase Agreement
This agreement is between company (“Anthemize.com”) and buyer
("Client") who has purchased a (“License”) of an Anthemize.com
instrumental (“Track”). Anthemize.com and Client agree to the
following terms and conditions:
1. Upon purchasing a license and selecting “accept” on the Anthemize.com Check Out page, Client
automatically becomes bound to and accepts the terms and conditions of this license.
2. Client will receive a complete package download after purchase (one time fee). It will include: A 24bit
WAV mix, Included multi-tracks (24bit WAV), Cover Graphic, Info Sheet, and this Purchase Agreement.
3. Client shall have the worldwide, non-exclusive right to duplicate, distribute, sell, broadcast (TV, radio,
internet), and perform publicly the Anthemize.com Track as long as it is combined with other audio (with
lyrics or lead instrument) and not just the instrumental alone.
4. Client shall have the worldwide, non-exclusive right to synchronize their Anthemize.com Track with
visual media (movies, TV, videos, video games, websites) as long as it is combined with other audio
(with lyrics or lead instrument) and not just the instrumental alone.
5. All licenses are sold non-exclusively and the master Copyright of the instrumental Track remains the
property of Anthemize.com. Client is not permitted to lease, sync, license, alter, loan, rent, sync, or resell the Anthemize.com Instrumental Track under this license agreement.
6. Customizing. Anthemize.com can however be hired to customize or alter the Track for the Client and
draft a new non-exclusive purchase agreement for the derivative version of the Track.
7. This license is for a perpetual term and Client is granted the right to an unlimited number of sales and
income that is earned as a result soliciting the Anthemize.com Track combined with other audio (lyrics
and/or lead instrument). No royalties are owed to Anthemize.com unless Client and Anthemize.com
agree to a partnership under an added addendum.
8. In all Projects in which the Anthemize.com Track is used, Client shall give credit in one of the following
formats: "Produced by [Producer] at Anthemize Music" "Beat by [Producer] at Anthemize Music"
"Original Music by [Producer'] at Anthemize Music"
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